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Abstract 
Engineering structures are subjected to many uncertaln dynam~c forces due to earthquake, 
wind, wave etc Study of structural systems under such uncertaln or random exc~tat~ons is 
the subject of Random V ~ b r a t ~ o n  Solutions for linear system under Gauss~an exc~tations 
have been explored falrly completely but for non-Gaussian excitat~ons, solut~ons are Iim- 
~ t e d  The scenano 1s even worse for nonllnear systems Exact solut~ons in nonllnear random 
v~bration problems are rare except for a restricted class of systems under Gauss~an wh~te  
nolse Input Thus this field 1s rich w ~ t h  approx~mations and est~mations In real~ty, even the 
excitat~ons could be part~ally known In terms of cer tan  parameters such as duration, total 
energy, varlance etc Under such circumstances design of important structures proceed on 
the basis of several assumpt~ons Critical excitation concept offers a s~mple  alternative to 
handle such problems notmthstandlng the pauc~ty  of data In particular, this method be- 
comes very significant for nonllnear systems The present thes~s makes a contr~bution to the 
study of linear and nonlinear systems under partially defined random excitat~on The past 
developments in this field are reviewed In Chapter 1 It  is pointed out that the currently 
available critlcal excitation results are pseudo-stochastic in nature For nonlinear systems, 
these methods adopt approximate techniques which may be quest~oned 
A new stochastic cri t~cal excitation method 1s proposed In Chapter 2 in order to overcome 
some of these limitat~ons Analysis of SDOF system under stationary or nonstat~onary ex- 
c~ ta t~ons ,  partially defined In terms of the varlance or energy is presented Extens~on to 
handle h e a r  MDOF system 1s illustrated w ~ t h  the help of a numer~cal example The critlcal 
PSD funct~on of the e x c ~ t a t ~ o n  is derived and a few samples are simulated An attempt 
is made to extend thls method to  a class of nonllnear systems in Chapter 3 It 1s found 
that under some non-triv~al conditions, the exact critical input can be  obtained The non- 
Gaussian probability structure of the crltlcal excitation is also obtained Further extens~on 
of t h ~ s  concept to general nonllnear random vibration problems is done where the input 
power spectral density function is also known and the criticality condition can be relaxed 
Thls leads to a whole new concept of inverse approach which is introduced in C h a p t e r  4 
to find a particular solution for nonlinear problems It is found that  a particular type of 
non-Gaussian excitation is needed to yield a Gausslan response Two examples of nonlinear 
systems, namely Duffing's oscillator and bilinear oscillator are considered in detail Some 
of the presently available critical excitation models for nonlinear systems are based on the 
equivalent linearization technique which assumes the response to be Gaussian In C h a p t e r  
5, it is shown that an improvement of equivalent linearization technique is possible where 
the response process will be non-Gaussian which is more realistic in nonlinear random vibra- 
tion The thesis ends in C h a p t e r  6 mlth summary and a few suggestions for further research 
